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How nice is that you out-brake your competitor, come out of the corner ahead 
and put your foot down but you’re out of the power band? Meanwhile your 
competitor with better gear ratios powers away. Now imagine the same scenario 
except you come out of the corner using that power range that your engine
builder spent so much time getting you! 

Uses readily available Hewland and Webster 
MK5 & MK8 hubs, dog rings, and gearsets..

   Stock appearing from the outside
• 100% Direct bolt-in, using standard trans mount, 
   driveshaft, throw bearing & arm, 
   and clutch slave cylinder 
• O-ring sealed cases
• Re-designed shift pattern for faster & easier shifts

• 5-speed with 4 usable track gears, 
   a pit gear and reverse 

• Uses readily available Hewland & Webster MK8
   or MK5 hubs, dog rings and gears 
• No welded drive components. All splined gears, 
   hubs, & dog rings With all drive gears running 
   on needle bearings  
• Over 25 different gear ratios
• Weighs 65 pounds

CNC machined 
   adjustable shift forks 

How nice is that you out-brake your competitor, come out 
of the corner ahead, put your foot down but you’re out of 
the power band? Meanwhile your competitor with better 
gear ratios powers away. Now imagine the same scenario 
except you come out of the corner using that power 
range that your engine builder spent so much time and 
money getting you!

Do you out-brake your 
competition, come out of the 
corner leading, put your foot 
down but you’re out of the 
power band? Meanwhile your 
competitor with better gear 
ratios powers away.... 

With Barrington Performance’s 
Dog Ring transmission you 
come out of the corner using 
that power range that your 
engine builder spent so much 
time and money getting you!

Currently used in 
RX-7’s and Miata’s for 
SCCA National wins, 
June Sprints podiums, 
and lap records

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Stock appearing from the outside
100% Direct bolt-in, using standard trans mount, 
driveshaft, throw out bearing & arm, 
and clutch slave cylinder 
O-ring sealed cases
Re-designed shift pattern for faster & easier shifts

5-speed with 4 usable track gears, 
a pit gear and reverse 

Uses readily available Hewland & Webster MK8
or MK5 hubs, dog rings and gears 
No welded drive components. All splined gears, 
hubs, & dog rings With all drive gears running 
on needle bearings  
Over 25 different gear ratios
Weighs 65 pounds

Utilizing the latest 
cad/cam equipment

Uses readily available 
Hewland and Webster 
MK5 & MK8 hubs, dog 
rings, and gearsets

DOG RING TRANSMISSIONS

RUNOFFS SPECIAL

$5,500 

*must order before

10/31/2010

list price $6,900

RUNOFFS SPECIAL

$5,500 

*must order before

10/31/2010

list price $6,900


